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Lots of business owners worry about not having enough variety in their
images. And we live in a social media culture that makes us feel like
everything has to be new and completely unique.

However, the fact is that we can actually create consistency and help
set expectations for our followers by reusing images. And while we may
feel like we are using an image a lot, it’s important to remember that
our followers or past/present customers are not going to see our images
everywhere we post them.

Canva is my favorite tool to recommend to all the business owners who
need a quick and easy way to size or create quality graphics using
their photos. It has an excellent feature of resizing an image for
different social media platforms. So in Canva, you could take 1 photo
and with very little effort resize it to create

● a blog header
● a Pinterest graphic
● an Instagram feed graphic or story
● or an image for a product catalog.

And you would actually be creating consistency and brand expectations
between your website, your social media, and your product catalog by
doing this.

More isn’t always more. Sometimes less variety for the sake of
consistency can actually create a better outcome for you and your
business. And if you need to get some quality images to work with on
your website and social media or in your product catalog, don’t
hesitate to get in touch with me. If you’re going the DIY route with
your images, you can also look into my Flatlay Method Ecourse to learn
my tips and tricks for taking great flatlay photos.
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